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A review is presented of some of the more important prope rti es of Pc 1(0.2-5 cIs) emissions observed 
at middle and low lati tudes . Special attention is give n to fin e s tructure d regular osci ll ations referred 
to by various workers as pearls, tYIJe A osc illa tio ns, and hydromagneti c (hm) e miss ions. Th e fo ll ow· 
ing aspects of these oscillations are d isc ussed. 

(a) Signal appearance. The e miss ions are considered from both their a mplitude· time (wave· 
fo rm) appearance observed on c ha rt records a nd the ir frequency-time ({t) c harac te ri s ti cs observed on 
so nagra ms. The various t ypes of {t fin e s truc ture are discussed (ri s ing and fa lling freq uency e le· 
me nts, fan s haped e le me nts, e tc.) . 

(b) SimuLtaniety of ocwrrence at widely separated locations. A high degree of s imilarity is often 
found in the ap pearance of {t structura l e lements of hm emiss ions reco rded simult a neo usly a t wide ly 
se parated s tations. Attention is give n to the time-shifts be tween th ese e le ments at st ations in the 
sa me hemisp he re and in oppos it e he misphe res. 

(c) Time of occurrence. Corre lations are co nsidered be tween tim es of occurrence of hm emissions 
and other geop hys ica l effects such as charged partic le even ts, magneti c s torm s, and variations of the 
ionospheric parame te r F oF2. 

(d) Latitude effects. Various latitude dependent e miss ion c harac te ri s ti cs a re di scussed. These 
include latitude variations of e miss ion frequ ency, fin e s tru cture repetition pe riod, and signal 
a mplitude. 

In addition to the aspects of the Pc 1 emissions outlined above, properties of two oth er types of 
e miss ions are brie fl y discussed. One of these signals, referred to he re as a "continuous emiss ion" 
also lies in the Pc 1 category. It is often obsuved continuous ly throughout th e ni ght and is charac
terized by a s low variation of J.t characteri s ti cs. The other s ignal, whic h might be pl aced in a Pc 1-
Pi 1 transition ca tegory, is observed during magneti ca ll y di sturbed periods. On sonagrams it is c har
acterize d by an irregularly spaced ri s ing freq uency fine-s tru cture. When monitored aurally on ti me· 
compressed magnet ic tape (speed-up facto r of 1000 to 2000), it is characterized by a sound simil ar to 
bubbles blown under water. 

1. Introduction 
This paper reviews some of the more important prop

erties of signals in the P c 1 category (regular oscilla
tions in the frequ ency range 0.2 to 5 cis). Emphasis 
is placed on relatively recent results obtained at Lock
heed. Recent results obtained by other workers are 
also included for completeness. For earlier results, 
the reader is referred to a comprehensive review paper 
by Jacobs and Watanabe [1963b]. Emphasis is also 
placed on observations at middle and low latitudes. 
For high latitude observations, the reader is referred 
to the accompanying paper by W. H. Campbell [1964]. 

Most of this paper is concerned with the properties 
of a type of Pc 1 oscillation whic h has recently excited 
considerable scientific interest. Different workers 
have referred to these signals as "pearls," "type A 
oscillations," "hydromagnetic (hm) emissions," etc. 
In addition, brief me ntion is made of another type of 
'oscillation in the Pc 1 category referred to here by the 

I Paper presen ted a t the ULF SymposiulTl in Boulder. Colo. 17- 20 August 1964. 

term "Continuous Emission." Also considered briefly 
is a third type of event which might be placed in a 
transition region between the Pc 1 and Pi 1 categories. 
(The latter term refers to irregular pulsations in the 
frequency range 0.05 to 1 cis.) 

2. Nomenclature 

In investigations of micropulsations in various parts 
of the world, workers have employed many different 
types of detection, recording, and analysis equipment. 
Because of these differences in instrumentation and 
also because of natural variations in signal character
istics as a function of latitude, studies by different 
workers have emphasized different aspects of the 
signals. As a consequence, a number of terms have 
come into use describing the same (or similar) types of 
micropulsations. Attempts to standardize nomen
clature may sometimes be partially successful but 
always run the risk of introducing new terms to further 
confuse the situation. Introduction of the term 
Pc 1 (IAGA recommendation, [see Jacobs et aI., 1964]) 
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to describe regular oscillations in the frequency range 
0.2 to 5 cis seems to be a helpful step. However, 
the signals considered in this paper, which generally 
fall into this frequency range, are also sometimes 
observed at slightly higher and lower frequencies so 
that the frequency limits of the Pc 1 category do not 
rigidly bracket any type of micropulsation phe· 
nomenon. 

The classification problem is further complicated 
by the fact that there may be a number of different 
types of events in any given frequency range, and 
regardless of how many subcategories are defined, 
the possibility always exists of finding hybrid signals 
between these subcategories. Classification schemes 
are often based on the properties of the signals on 
some type of data display (frequently used methods 
are amplitude·time displays, frequency·time displays, 
and aural monitoring of ti~e·compressed magnetic 
tape records). The writer has found that, regardless 
of the type of display employed, transitions between 
categories appear to be continuous. In other words, 
hybrid signals are likely to be found between hybrid 
signals. This does not necessarily imply that the 
signal generation processes also vary continuously, 
but it does suggest that these processes may be ex
tremely complex. Despite the apparently continuous 
nature of transitions between different types of events, 
it is often useful for analysis purposes to define discrete 
signal categories, but the categories defined by dif
ferent workers do not always coincide, and even workers 
in the field may have difficulty iri associating their own 
categories with the categories of others. The writer 
b"elieves that further attempts at standardization of 
nomenclature are likely to be of little value and are 
not worth the effort, and that the situation will ul· 
timately become clarified when the phenomenology 
of the signals is better understood. In the interim 
period, it would probably be helpful to the reader 
for workers to include in their publications a short 
summary of nomenclature used by other workers to 
refer to the (presumably) same type of signal. 

Table 1 includes a number of terms used by various 
workers to describe signals in the Pc 1 category. The 
terms are placed in three subcategories which (pre· 
sumably) describe the same type of signal. The sub· 
categories - referred to as fine-structured regular, 
nonstructured regular, and fine-structured semiregu· 
lar - are based on the appearance of the signal on 
f-t displays (sonagrams). The meanings of the terms 
employed should become clear in later sections of 
this paper. Hybrid signals may of course appear 
between the three subcategories. Also since terms 
used by other workers do not always apply to exactly 
the same type of signal, the table cannot be guaranteed 
for accuracy. 

TABLE 1. Geomagnetic fluctuations in lAGA category Pc J (0 .2 
to 5 cIs) 

A. Fine·structured regular oscillations: 
1. Pearls (PP) [Sucksdorff, 1936; Troitskaya, 1961]. 
2. Type A and B oscillations [Benioff, 1960]. 

3. Hydromagnetic emISSIOns [Tepley and Went
worth, 1962b]. 

4. CpSp, CpLp [Yanagihara, 1963]. 
5. Hydromagnetic whistlers [Obayashi, 1964; 

Jacobs and Watanabe, 1964b]. 
B. Nonstructured regular oscillations « 1 cis): 

1. Type B oscillations [Benioff, 1960]. 
2. CpLp [Yanagihara, 1963]. 
3. Continuous emissions [Tepley and Amundsen, 

1964b]. 
C. Fine-structured semiregular oscillations: 

1. IPDP [Troitskaya, 1961]. 
2. SIP [Troitskaya, 1961]. 
3. Storm·time emissions (gurglers) [Tepley and 

Amundsen, 1964a]. 

In the f0llowing sections, the writer will use the 
term "Hydromagnetic (hm) emission" to describe sig
nals in the subcategory of fine· structured regular 
oscillations. The term "Pearl" is also used occa
sionally to describe the same type of signal when 
referring to results by other workers and also when 
referring to fine-structured regular oscillations of 
the narrow-band variety. 

3. Properties of Hydromagnetic Emissions 

3.1. Comparison of Frequency-Time (l-t) and 
Waveform Signal Characteristics 

An /-t display (sonagram) is essentially a three
dimensional plot of the following quantities: 

Time t. 
Signal frequency f 
Signal amplitude. 

Time and frequency are plotted in the horizontal and 
vertical directions, respectively. The signal ampli· 
tude in any given frequency.time interval is indicated 
qualitatively by the darkness of the record. 

On a sonagram, an hm emission is represented by 
a band of frequencies that is sometimes observed 
continuously for many hours, during which time the 
bandwidth !1f, and center frequency, fe, may vary 
over several octaves. The emission bandwidth is 
sometimes extremely narrow (!1/I/e ~ 1110). Anum· 
ber of such narrow·band emissions are sometimes 
observed simultaneously at slightly different center 
frequencies. The emissions may merge to form a 
single band and then may separate (see fig. 1). Fre· 
quently the emission bandwidth is relatively broad 
(typically !1/I/e = 112). 

Of particular interest is the fine structure within 
the emission band. In broadband emissions, the fine 
structure can usually be interpreted as a series (or 
several successive series) of repetitive overlapping 
wave trains of rapidly rising frequency. Typically 
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FI GU RE 1. Broadband hm emission containing both rising and Jalling Jrequency fine structure. 
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FI GU RE 2. H Tn emission exhibiting a Jan-shaped rising frequency fine structure. 

Not e the s harply d efin ed el ement of rapidJ y ri sing frequency jus t befo re 1200. Note the transition in the stru c tu ral ele ment s with increas ing time fro m rapidly 

ri si ng to s lowly ri s ing freque ncies. Event s of thi s type a re observed rarel y. Many hm emiss ions (such as the event in fig. 3) may be int e rpre ted a s being made up of a 

s uperpos ition of eve nt s (dis placed in time) s imilar to the e vent s hown in thi s figure. 
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. FIG URE 3. Comparison of frequency-time and amplitude·time displays. 

The sonagram shows a portion of a broadband hm emission recorded during a magnetically qu iet period. It clearly shows a patt ern of fine structure consisti ng of a se ri es 

of repetitive wave trains of rapidly increasing frequency. Note that after 0825, the slope of successive structural ele ments decreases with increasing time. Note also that in 

the intervaJs 0740 to 0750 and 0815 to 0825 two series of wave trains of different slopes seem to he occurring simultaneously. 

Also shown are two waveform intervals from part of the same period of time covered by the sonagram . It is clear that the waveform record ings give little information on 

the struc tura l c haracteristics of the signal. 
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the slope, dj/dt, of each wave train is on the order of 
0.1 cis/min. The slope of successive wave trains in 
each series often decreases slowly as shown in th e 
eve nt of figure 2. Events of thi s type consisting of a 
single series of rising frequency wave trains are rare . 
More often hm e missions seem to co nsist of several 
overlapping seri es, each of which is similar to th e 
e vent of figure 2. The sonagram of figure 3 illustrates 
thi s effect. At th e right of the sonagram (after 0825) 
the series of wave trains resembles the eve nt in figure 
2. However in other intervals (0740 to 0750 and 
0815 to 0825), two se ries of wave trains of different 
slopes seem to be occurring s imultan eously. 

This particular broadband emiss ion is rather un
usual in that both the bandwidth and th e midband 
fr equency re main almost cons tant for the 1 hr period 
indicated . However, the prese nce of the ri sin g fre
que ncy fine s tru cture within the e mission band is 
not unus ual. From a stud y of sonagrams of a great 
many hm emissions over a 3-year period , it has bee n 
ascertained that most hm e missions observed durin g 
magnetically quiet periods co ntain the sa me ty pe of 
rapidly ri sing-frequency fine s tru cture. 

A repe titive ri sing-frequ e ncy fin e structure is also 
sometimes observed in narrow-band emi ss ions, but 
the repetitive wave trains are less like ly to overlap 
than in broad· band e m issio ns. 

A fallin g-frequ e ncy fine structure is also occasionally 
observed (again refer to fi g. 1). 

The spacing between the fin e-stru ctured ele me nts is 
usually quite r egular, so that we can defin e the fin e
s tructure periodicity T as the time be tween successive 
structural elements (T is the reciprocal of the fine-
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structure repetition frequency). Relatively greater 
values of T usually accompany lower values of the 
emi ssion-band center frequency [Heacock and Hessler, 
1962; Gendrin 1963a, c; also see fig. 4 of this paper]. 

A type of fine -s tructured emission is sometimes ob
se rved during magnetic storms in which the frequency 
band is not clearly defin ed and in which the structural 
ele ments are irregularly s paced. The characteristics 
of s torm-time emissions are considered briefly in 
sec tion 5 of this paper. 

An amplitude-time (waveform) di splay of a broad
band hm emission can be inte rpreted as a superposition 
of a number of overlapping wave trains of rapidly rising 
freque ncy; the amplitude at any partic ular time is then 
the algebraic sum of the amplitudes of a number of 
overlapping wave trains . Since the amplitude of each 
wave train may vary irregularly , the amplitude of the 
resultant wave train may also vary irregularly. To 
furth er complicate the situation, a number of e mi ssion 
bands may exist simultaneously, each one contrib
uting to the resultant signal amplitude on a waveform 
display. 

Despite these co mplication s, the waveform of a 
broadba nd e miss ion tends to vary symme trically about 
the baseline; it r ese mbles a modulated carrier signal , 
but the modulation pattern is irregular and ordinarily 
exhibits no characteris ti c modulation freque ncy 
(refe r to the lower part of fig. 3). Descriptive terms 
such as " pearl necklace ," " pearl beads," e tc., do not 
adequately desc ribe broadba nd e mission waveforms 
and, in fact , lead to the impression that. the structure of 
the s ignals is less co mplex than it is actually found to 
be . On the other hand , the s tructural ele ments of 
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The scatte r diagram s hows thai a re lationsh ip exis ts be twee n the two quantiti es plotted (corre la tion cocff c it! 11 1 
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a latitude variation of th e plo tted hm emission cha rac te ristics. 
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relatively narrow-band emissions exhibit little or no 
overlapping_ The elements are represented by well
separated repetitive wave trains on an amplitude-time 
display_ If the time scale is chosen appropriately, 
the waveform of an isolated narrow-band emission 
may resemble a series of "pearls" and the pearl repeti
tion frequency corresponds to the fine-structure 
repetition frequency on a sonagram_ 

3.2. Simultaneity of Occurrence of Hm Emissions 
at Widely Separated Locations 

In attempting to determine the degree of simul
taneity of occurrence of broadband hm emissions at 
widely separated stations from waveform records, 
little or no correlation is ordinarily found between 
the amplitude modulation patterns of the signals; 
hence, it is only possible to say that the general ac
tivity level is likely to be high at several widely sepa
rated stations in a given time interval. Observations 
of this type at high and middle latitudes have been 
reported by a number of workers [Benioff, 1960; 
Troitskaya et aI., 1962; Smith, 1964] and also at con
jugate auroral latitudes [Lokken, Shand, and Wright, 
1963; Yanagihara, 1963; Dawson and Sugiura, 1963]. 
Only in rare cases have close time correlations been 
observed from amplitude modulation records. 

In comparing the frequency-time variations, how
ever, a striking degree of simultaneity is found in sig
nals observed at the widely separated Lockheed 
Pacific Ocean Stations (their locations are shown in 
fig. 5). For example, by studying the series of sona· 
grams of the events of figures 6 and 7 we see that the 
individual f-t structural elements are almost identical 
at the four Lockheed Pacific stations. The intensity 
(darkness) of corresponding elements is subject to 
wide variation, however, and, in fact, the same ele
ments are not always observed at all locations. 

Another example of an extremely close f-t correla
tion between structural elements of emissions observed 
at high, middle, and low latitudes is shown in figure 
8. The results depicted in this figure were obtained 
in an informal cooperative project between Lockheed 
and the Institute of Geophysics at College, Alaska. 
Close correlations between hm emissions observed 
simultaneously at high and middle latitude stations 
are however, probably less common than correlations 
between events observed at middle and low latitudes. 

It is clear that in many respects ft displays are 
more suitable than waveform records for the inves
tigation of the degree of simultaneity of occurrence 
of hm emissions. Only in the case of extremely nar
row-band emissions can we expect a close correspond
ence in the appearance of the "pearl" waveforms at 
distant stations, and even in this case wide variations 
in intensity, associated with ionospheric hydromag
netic-wave attenuation and with other unknown effects, 
frequently occur (see sec. 3.4d). 

It is important to determine if the ft structural 
elements occur simultaneously at widely separated 
stations or if there is a consistent measurable time 
lag. It was found [Tepley, Wentworth, and Amund-

sen, 1963], that for emissions observed simultaneously 
at stations in the same hemisphere, the ft structural 
elements occurred simultaneously within a measure
ment accuracy of ± 12 sec. However, for emissions 
observed simultaneously in opposite hemispheres, 
the structural elements were displaced in time by 1/2 
the fine structure periodicity (time shift of T/2 or 1800 

phase shift) within the same measurement accuracy 
indicated above. The method for measuring this time 
shift is shown in figure 9. A doubling of the fine struc
ture repetition frequency is also observed occasion
ally at middle and low latitude stations [Tepley, Went
worth, and Amundsen, 1963; also figs. 7 and 10 of 
this paper]. This effect is presumably due to a super
position of structural elements which would exhibit 
a 1800 phase shift when observed at higher latitudes 
at stations in opposite hemispheres. 

The result of interhemisphere 1800 fine structure 
phase shift was based on analysis of eight separate 
emissions covering active periods of many hours. 
The result is in agreement with a single observation 
made earlier during a high-latitude conjugate·point 
measurement program and reported by Lokken, Shand, 
and Wright [1963] and Yanagihara [1963]. In those 
papers, records from Byrd Station, Antarctica, and 
Great Whale River, Quebec, were compared for an 
event that occurred on January 23, 1961. In the inter
val 1100 to 1110 GMT, a 1800 phase shift was clearly 
observed between occurrences of pearls on waveform 
records from these high latitude magnetically conjugate 
stations. In view of the short duration of the part of 
the event analyzed (10 min) and the fact that only a 
single event was reported, the result did not seem con
clusive. It would not be surprising if no other similar 
events were observed in the PNL-Stanford program 
because, as has been pointed out, waveform records 
are generally less suitable than sonagrams for deter
mining simultaneity of occurrence. Only in an 
isolated narrow-band emission does the waveform 
appear as a series of "pearls," and only in this case is 
it ordinarily possible to unambiguously determine 
phase shift from a waveform record. 

More recently Pope [1964] and Campbell [1964] 
have given preliminary results from high latitude con
jugate area stations which seem to verify the 1800 

interhemisphere fine-structure phase shift. Their 
results are based on a comparison of sonagrams 
obtained from magnetic tape data recorded simul
taneously at conjugate stations. 

It is difficult to measure time with high accuracy 
from sonagrams. Hence comparison of sonagrams 
is not extremely well suited for the determination of 
small time shifts wlirch may occur between structural 
elements of emissions observed at widely separated 
stations in the same hemisphere. Time shifts of a 
few seconds are to be expected due to hydromagnetic 
wave propagation times in the lower exosphere and 
ionosphere. It presently appears that the determina
tion of small time shifts are best made from waveform 
records and are subject to the difficulties discussed 
previously in determining simultaneity from this type 
of presentation. A preliminary measurement of this 
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FIGURE 5. Locations of the Lockheed Pacific Ocean stations. 
Geograp hic coordinates arc indica ted at the left of the above mal). Geomagneti c coo rdin a tes. 

based on the cent e r-dipo le approxima tion -a rc indica ted at the ri ght. The coord ina tes of the 
Sltl lions are as follow s: 

Geographic 
latitude 

Can Ion Is la nd (Phoenix Croup) 02"%' S 
Kauai , Hawaii 22'09' N 
Palo Allo, Calif. 37'26' N 
TOlll!ulapu (Tonga C roup ) 21' 14' S 

type from "pearl" waveforms showing a 4 sec time 
shift between Palo Alto and Kauai was reported by 
Tepley, Wentworth, and Amundsen [1963]. A more 
convincing result was reported recently by Smith 
[1964] showing a 2 to 3 sec time shift between Oregon 
and Texas. Results showing time shifts of 1 to 5 
sec between Pa]o Alto and Kauai are now being ob
tained in an investigation now under way at Lockheed. 

The 180° interhemisphere fine-structure phase shift 
was again verified recently in a hi gh-latitude conjugate
point cooperative project condu cted by scientists in 
France and the U.S.S.R., (private communication from 
R. Gendrin concerning work by Barssoukov and 
Ponsot). Their resu lts, based on a statistical compari
son of a large numbe r of elements of pearl waveforms, 
indicate an interhe misphere phase shift significantly 
different from 180° but still within the measurement 
error (approximately ± 36°) of the results reported 

Geographic Geomagnetic Geo mag ne ti c 
longi tude latitude longitude 

171 '43' W 05.1 ' S 258.0' E 
159' 18' W 21.7' N 265.6' E 
122' 10' W 43.5' N 299.0' E 
175'08' W 24.0' S 258.5' E 

earlier by Tepley [1964]. The observation of 180° 
interhemisphere fine-structure phase shift has been 
associated with hydro magnetic waves bouncing along 
geomagnetic field lines (Cornwall, 1965; Jacobs and 
Watanabe, 1964a, b; Obayashi, 1964). Small depar
tures from 180° phase shift may be attributed to hydro
magnetic wave propagation effects similar to those 
discussed above observed during simultaneous obser
vations in the same hemisphere _ The relatively large 
departures indicated by the Soviet-French results 
cannot easily be explained in terms of presently avail
able models. 

3.3. Correlations Between Occurrences of Hm 
Emissions and Other Geomagnetic Effects 

One of the most intriguing characteristics of hm 
emissions is the fact that their occurrence times do 
not correlate closely with any other geophysical . 
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FIGURE 6. Four station sonagrams 0/ hm emissions (February 17, 1963). 
Note fh e close simila rit y between the Palo AJlo and Kauai record and between the Canton Island and Tongatapu record. Note in particul ar the occurrence 'of the lower band (near 

0.5 cIs) at all s tali(H1S. The 1800 phase shift between Kauai and Tongatapu is seen most clearly in this band (as demonstrated in fig. 9). Note also the ri sing-frequency fine structure, and 
the variation in the emission bandwidth at the different stations . The vertical band at 1400 is caused by overloading of the h~urly calibrat i()n s ignal 0 .12 cis al Palo Alto and 1.00 cis at the 
other st ations). The calibrat ion signal is preceded by a I·min short ·out period at all sta tions except Kauai . For this eve nt , the crys tal co ntrolled cloc k at Palo Alto was found to be 25.3 
sec slow. Consequently , the short·out period and calibrate signal occur late as indlcated in the figure. 

phenome na in a way which suggests a cause and 
effect relationship. Thus the source of the emissions 
remains a mystery. Most of the correlations reported 
in recent ye ars are di scussed briefly below. 

a. Possible Correlations Between Occurrences of Hm Emissions 
and Charged Particle Events 

Troitskaya [1961] reported that " very often PP are 
excited during periods of sharp increases of (solar 
flare) cos mic ray intensity in the stratosphere." Tep· 
ley [196l] found that the intense hm emissions of 
November 19- 21 , 1960, correlated closely with strong 
polar cap absorption . However, hm emissions ob· 
served on o ther occasions did not correlate well with 
polar cap events. Tepley and Wentworth [1962b] 
reported that hm emissions are sometimes prese nt 
during periods of x·ray burs ts and high riometer 
absorption, but that noise bursts (Pi 1) correlate more 
closely with these events than do hm emissions. 
Heacock [1963b] has observed that when large ampli· 
tude pearls appear quite suddenly in the auroral zone, 
they are accompanied by significent rio meter absorp· 
tion but that no riometer absorption accompanies low 
amplitude events characterized by a gradual increase 
in amplitude. 

Observations of the type given above imply that a 
relationship exists between hm emissions and particle 

events. It appears, however, that the relationships 
may be indirec t. To the writer's knowledge, no ex
tremely close correlations have yet been reported be
tween occurrences of hm emissions and charged particle 
events. 

b . Occurrence Before Magnetic Storms 

From an analysis of magnetic storms in 1959 
Troitskaya et a1. [1962] , re ported that 28 of 30 storm~ 
were preceded by pearls in the interval 0 to 12 hr before 
the s torms . "Most frequent are cases when th e pearls 
are observed some scores of minutes to 2 hr before 
the beginning of the storm." Troitskaya et a1. [1962], 
suggest that " the corpuscular streams exciting them 
commence to arrive in high latitudes in advance of 
the main stream causing the magnetic storm." 

c . Occurrence During Sudden Commencements 

Tepley and Wentworth [1962b] and Troitskaya et a1. 
[1962], observed independently that magnetic storm 
sudden commencements at middle latitudes are often 
'accompanied by relatively regular oscillations near 
1 cis . More recently Heacock (private communica
tion), has studied the same effect in the auroral zone. 
Sonagrams of this effect are given in figures 2 and 3 
of TepJey and Wentworth [1962b). For these two 
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FI GURE 7. Four-station sonagrams of hm emissions (March 1, 1963). 
During thi s e ve nt instrumental difficulties at Palo Alto resu lted in a continuous calibration s ignal (at 1.12 cIs) and a s hort -oul eve ry 10 min . Accurate liming . howeve r, 

was maintained. The e ve nt was characterized by the simultaneous occurre nce of a number of narrow·band emissions at all stalions. Furthermore the signal characteristics 
differed for the va rious bands. Perhaps the most unu sual feature of thi s event is the occurrence of a double st ructu re at Kauai in the band (or bands) ju st below the 1 cIs 
caJibra tion signal in the time inte rval 125510 1320. There is some indication of "s tructure-doubling" at aJl stations in the bands above I cis. However, the effect is s hown 

mu ch more clearl y in figure 10, 
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The sonagrams shown here cover an interval of about 41 hr. Note the close similarit y in the st ructural elements at all s tations, but note also that the emission 

is sometimes intense at one station and faint (o r sometimes absent) at another. The sonagrams from College, AJaska were prepared from magnetic tape records 
provided by R. R. Heacock and V. P. Hessler. The results shown in this figure were obtained during an informal cooperative project betwee n Lockheed and the Insti
tute of Geophysics. University of AJaska. 

events, the sonagrams reveal that the events are less 
regular in appearance than hm emissions observed 
during quiet periods. Hence the signals may belong 
in a transition category similar to those discussed 
later in this paper. 

d. Occurrence 2-8 Days After the Beginning of a Magnetic 
Storm 

From a study of 25 isolated magnetic storms over a 
3-year period, Wentworth [1964a] observed a strong 
tendency for emissions to occur in the interval 3 to 
7 days after the beginning of the storm (fig. 11). The 
result does not imply a correlation with K" and as dis
cussed later, no such correlation has been observed. 

e. Tendency to Occur at Times of Low Ionospheric Ion Density 

Benioff [1960] suggested that type A oscillations 
(hm emissions) occur at times when the ionosphere 
becomes transparent to transmission of this type of 
signal, and at these times the electron density of the 
F layer is at a minimum. Results supporting Benioff's 
suggestion were obtained at Lockheed as illustrated 
in figure 12 where the ion (electron) density at the 
F2 peak (F 01'2) is plotted as a function of local time 
of day at Palo Alto, Calif. Also plotted for the same 
period in 15-min intervals is the amplitude of several 
hm emission events. The inverse relationship exist-

ing between the emission amplitude and F 01'2 has also 
been observed for many other periods [Tepley, 1962; 
Wentworth, 1964b], but is not always as striking as 
indicated in figure 12. 

As a first approximation, the ion density throughout 
a large part of the ionosphere may be taken to be pro
portional to the quantity F 01'2 [Tepley, 1962]. Hence 
F 01'2 might be expected to be a useful parameter in 
certain types of ionospheric attenuation studies. 
Studies of this type, conducted by Tepley [1962] and 
Wentworth [1963, 1964b, c] have demonstrated the 
importance of ionospheric attenuation on the ampli
tude of hm emissions observed on the ground. Of 
particular interest is the result shown in figure 13 
which demonstrates that ionospheric attenuation is so 
great at middle latitudes that hm emissions generated 
preferentially on the daylight side of the earth would 
still usually be observed at night at midlatitude sta
tions (such as Palo Alto). At higher latitudes (such 
as College, Alaska) where ionospheric attenuation is 
much less, the signals are usually observed during the 
daytime. 

f. Occasional Tendency to Repeat at 24-Hr Intervals 

Occasionally hm emissions are found to occur at 
about the same time for a number of nights in suc
cession as illustrated in figure 14. This is observed 
most commonly in the interval 3 to 7 days after a mag
netic storm as depicted in that figure and also in figure 
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11. The result may be partially explained in terms of 
ionospheric attenuation effects s ince low values of 
FoF2 often occur at about the same time for many 
nights in a row. In all probability the result is also 
greatly influenced by conditions at the source of the 
e missions, that is, the source may turn on or become 
more intense at about the same time for many succes
sive nights. 

g. Lack of Correlation of Occurrence Times With Magnetic Kp 
Index 

In a statistical study, Tepley [1962J found no corre
lation between occurrence times of the emissions and 
the magnetic Kp index. This result was verified by 
Wentworth [1964aJ. 

3.4. Other Interesting Hm Emission Characteristics 

a. Relationship Between Emission Frequency and Magnetic Kp 
Index 

Res ults re ported by Troits kaya [1961J indicate 
that, although the higher oscillation fr eque ncies occur 
only ra rely du ring quiet periods , the y are relatively 
common during periods of unu sual solar activity. In 
a statistical s tudy Te ple y [1962J found that high emis · 
sion fre que ncies are more likely to occur during period s 
of high K". Troitskaya e t aI. , [1962J have made simi· 
lar observations . 

h. Tendency for Emission Frequency to Increase Toward Dawn 

Smith [1964J reported that " during nights when 
separate intervals of oscillations occur, there is a tend· 
ency for lower frequencies to occur earli er in the ni ght 
and higher freque ncies before dawn ." We have 
observed a similar but not very pronounced te ndency 
by studying times of occurrence and emission fre· 
quencies tabulated in Te pley and Wentworth [1962aJ. 
The result may be due , at leas t in part, to attenuat;()!1 
effects . Since the higher e mission frequencies are 
more severely attenuated in the ionosphere [Francis 
and Karplus, 1960], they are most likely to be observed 
when F oF2 approaches its minimum value. At mid· 
dIe latitudes this often occurs shortly before sunrise. 

c. Latitude Variation of Signal Amplitude 

Careful studies of the variation of emission signal 
amplitude with latitude have not yet been conducted 
for a large numbe r of stations. It is clear, however, 
from ra pid examination of helicorder records obtained 
at the four Lockheed Pacific Ocean stations over a 
long period of time that the signal amplitude is gen· 
erally larges t at the middle latitud e Palo Alto station 
and on the ave rage decreases by a factor of about 3 
for eve nts observed simultaneously at Palo Alto and 
Kauai. On the average the signal amplitude is about 
the same at the conjugate stations Kauai and Tong· 
atapu. The average amplitude decreases by another 
factor of about 3 at the near equatorial Canton Island 
station . It should be emphasized, however, that for 
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17 FEB 1963, 1347-1423 GMT 

ZERO TIME SHIFT, 180" PHASE SHIFT 

72 SEC TIME SHIFT. ZERO PHASE SHIFT 

FIGU RE 9. Illustration of interhemisphere 1800 fine·structure phase 
shiji. 

An example is prese nt ed of the transparency overl ay technique for mea sure me nt uf 
phase s hift. The dat a sample is taken from the even t s hown in figure 6. The lOp portion 
of the figure s hows a superposition of trans pare ncies fro m Kauai and Tongat apu fo r a 35 
min time int e rv al. The photograph incl udes an accurat e frequ ency-lime scale (act u ally a 
s upe rpos ition of two s uperimposed ide ntical frequenc y· lime scales). Note Ihe overall 
da rkness of the hm e miss ion bands. a nd in parti cul ar nol e Ihat the band at 0.5 cIs app ea rs 
as a da rk line. The photograph imm edi ate ly below was obt a ined by s hiftiFlg the Kauai 
trans parency 10 the le ft a di s tance equi vale nt to a time-inte rval of 72 sec. No te Iha t o n the 
lower picture the emiss ion bands are li ghte r, an d tha i the ba nd a l 0.5 cIs a ppear s as a 
se ries of equally sepa rated da rk s pots. Note a lso the change in appearance of th e time 
scale which now appears as 2 scales separa ted by 72 sec. 

specific hm emission events observed simultane
ously at all stations - and especially for subintervals 
of specific events - there can be a large spread in 
the amplitude-latitude variation around the average 
values. This point is discussed further in the next 
section. 

It is likely that the average signal amplitude is gen· 
erally larger in the auroral zone than at middle lati
tudes, but the latitude of maximum signal intensity 
has not yet been ascertained. 

d. Local Variation of Signal Amplitude 

As disc ussed previously , th e signal amplitude ob
served at any ground station is strongly influenced 
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Note the difference in the spacing of the structural elements at Kauai and Canton Island. Also note on the Kauai record that a relatively faint emission band at 
a frequency of 1 cIs seems to exhibit a series of equally spaced structural elements of rapidly falling-frequency in the interval ]420 to 1430 GMT. This effect is s hown 
more clearly in figure 1. 

STORM 
DAY 

t 

25 ISOLATED STORMS 
01 AUG 60-16 JUL 63 

STORM DAY NUMBER 

by hydromagnetic wave attenuation in the local ion
osphere, and ionospheric conditions may vary greatly 
with both latitude and local time (or longitude). In a 
preliminary attempt to investigate this effect, Went
worth and Tepley (private communications) deter
mined the Palo Alto-to-Kauai peak amplitude ratio for 
a large number of events observed simultaneously at 
the two stations. A plot of the ratio against Universal 
Time for many events showed that the time variation 
in the ratio was consistent with that expected due to 
the time variation in ionospheric conditions at the two 

FIGURE II. Occurrences of hydro magnetic emissions relative to 
magnetic storms . 

The qu a ntit y tf/, is a loga rithmic index for the numberof 15 min inte rval s containing hm 
em iss ions in a 24 hr period . W is rela ted 10 N (the number uf 15 mill intervals) a s fulluw s 

N W 

0 0 
I I 

2-3 2 
4--7 3 

8- 15 4 
16-31 5 
32-63 6 
64-96 7 

The figure clearly s hows the tendency for hm e miss ions to occur preferenti all y 00 the da y 
of the storm and a lso 3 to 7 days after the s torm. 
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FIGURE 12, Jon density and hm emission occurrence at Palo Alto 
(March I and March 2, 1961), 

The ion (elec tron) densit y curve represe nt s the quantit y FoF2 and was obtained by reduc
ing ionograms obta ined fro m the vertical ionosp heri c sounder at Stanford Unive rsity . The 
hm emission hi stogra ms rep resent the larges t hm emiss ion peak ampl itude in the indicated 
15 min interval . The emission peak amplit udes were obtained fro m he lico rder records at 
the Lockheed Pal o Alto 11Nlgne ti c observa tory. 

stations. Howe ver, an extreme ly large sca tter was 
found in the plotted poinLs; thi s indi ca tes that Lhe 
signal amplitude at a ground s taLion may also be greatly 
effected by conditions other than ionospheric atte nu · 
ation. The result is not in conflic t with th e close 
resemblance of f-t characteristi cs of e miss ions oc· 
curring s imultaneou sly at widely se parated stations. 
Although individual s tru ctural elements can often be 
observed simultaneously at great distances (figs. 6, 7, 
and 8), the inte nsity of the elements may vary greatly. 
The structural elements often occur in "patches" 
of greatly varying intensity aL the different stations; 
the patches may even be very strong at one sLation and 
absent at another. Also ft displays only indicate 
intensity in a qualitative manner, and attempts to 
measure this quantity from such displays are apt to 
be misle ading. 

A number of workers have reported large variations 
of signal amplitude for emissions observed simultane
ously at stations separated by less than 1000 km. 
This effect may be more pronounced at stations near 
the auroral zone [Campbell, 1964]. 

e , Variation of Emission Frequency With Latitude 

From s Ludi es of waveform records it has been found 
that high er emission frequencies tend to occur more 
frequently and with highe r amplitudes at relatively low 
latitude stations [Tapley and Wentworth 1962b; 
Heacock and Hessler, 1962; Troitskaya et aI., 1962; 
Gendrin , 1963a, c]. The e ffect would probably stand 
out less clearly on f-t displays since these di splays 
provide only a crude measure of signal amplitude. 
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FIGURE 13, Comparison of occurrences of hm ellusswn events 
observed at sea level and estimated at 550 km. 

The 1}Olaf plots at the le ft of the fi gure illu st rate that hm e miss ions are gene rally observed 
d uring the day in the auroral zone and al nig ht at middle latitudes. T hf' polar pl ots at the 
right dep ict the sa me data aftt:r applicatiull of a theoretically ca lculated correctio n faclor 
[Wentworth, 1964c] 10 lake into account differences in ionospheric Illlcnu a t io n al the two 
observa tion stalions. T hus it ap pears th at hm e miss ions are general t!d prefe re ntiall y on 
the day lig ht side of the eart h but are us ual ly observed al night £I I midlatitude s tati ons 
because of the hea vy day time midlatitude ionospheric at te nuatio n of downward propaga ting 
hydromag ne tic waves. 

f. Relationship Between Emission Frequency and Fine-structure 
Repetition Frequency 

Statistically the fine-struc Lure repe tition frequ e ncy 
te nds to decrease with in creasing latitude in the same 
way as does the e mission frequency. The experi
mentally observed relation ship between these two 
quantities is shown in fi gure 4. 

4. Other Types of Emissions in the Pc 1 
Category 

Although investigations of hm emissions have re
cently stimulated considerable scientific interest, it 
should be kept in mind that there may be other types 
of signals in the Pc 1 category of com parable scientific 
importance. It may sometimes be difficult to dis
tinguish between different types of Pc 1 emissions 
since, as disc ussed earlier, transitions between cate
gories appear to be continuous. However, in this sec
tion we briefly discuss two other types of events which 
may be placed in reasonably well -defin ed subcategories . 

4.1. Continuous Emissions 

In fi gure 15, a series of sonagrams are presented 
showing the prese nce of bands of energy observed 
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FIGURE 14. Occurrences of hm emissions in Southern California (October 1960). 
The figure consists of a number of recta ngles (many of whic h are adjacent) representing the occurrences of 11 m 

emiss ions in 15 min int ervals. The horizo nt al dimens ion of the rectangle is proportional to the maximum emission 
amplitude in the 15 min interval s pecified by the location and vertical dimension of the rectangle. Darkened and 
nondarkened rectangles represe nt emiss ions occurring in the frequ ency range 0.5 to 1.5 c Is and 1.5 to 2.5 cIs 
res pectivel y. Also plotted is the magnetic Kp index. The figure illus trat es (a) the noc turnal occurrence of hm 
emiss ions at middle latitudes . (b) the tendency for emiss ions to occur after magnetic s torms and (c) the occasional 
tende ncy for emiss ions to occur at about the same time for a nu mber of nights in a row. The data were obtained 
through the courtesy of H. Benioff at Calt ech. Similar plots for a 9 month int erval are presented in Tep ley and 
Wentworth [1962b j . 

PALO ALTO 

FIG URE 15. Four·station sonagrams of continuous sub·ELF emissions (Aug. 2, 1963). 
Continuous emi ssions are observed at the Lockheed Pacific Ocean S tations at Palo Alto, Kauai. and Tonga tapu . No te the different appea r ance of the bands at 

the differen t s tations. In particular note that at Kauai. three bands are observed si mult aneou sly in the interval 0800 to 1300. Note also that the mid.frequencies of 
all bands increase slowly th roughou t the night and then decrease re lat ive ly rapidl y nea r sunrise (the effect is not observed at Palo Alt o where the sig nal fade s out in 
the middle of the night), In the time interval 1000 to 1900, signals are observed simultaneous ly at all s tations at frequencies below 0.1 cIs. These represent long 
pe ri od micropulsations. The series offaint equally spaced horizontal narrow bands which are observed all across the sonagrams at frequencies below 0.2 cIs resu lt 
from instru me nt a l noise. 
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F IGU RE 16. Four·station sonasrams showing excitation of bands of burstLike signals (JuLy 30 , / 963). 
The signals around 0800 rese mble noise-bursts (Pi l) but a lso conta in-traces of a r ising frequency fine stru c ture. In addition so me of the sig nal ene rgy is concen

trated in to relati ve ly Ilarrow bands which are a lso observed faintly before and aft e r the inte nse portion of the signa l. Thus it appears that the burstlike e miss ions 
excite resonant osc illations (poss ibly in the lower exosphere) or a re intensified by the exis te nce of natural resonance bands. 
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F IGURE 17. Storm·time sub-ELF emission (gurgle!) observed at Palo A lto (Dec. 18, 1962). 
Note the irregul a rl y s paced struc tu ral e le ments of ver y rapidly rising fre<lu ency. The ve rti cal band in the cente r of the sonagram is of instrume nt al o ri gin 

It is assoc iat ed wi th the dead- ti me of the tape recorder when magne ti c tapes were be ing c hanged in the middle of the e vell !. . 

throughout most of the night at P alo Alto, Kauai, a nd 
Tongatapu. The signals are referred to as "continuous 
emissions" because of their characteri stic duration of 
many hours (oft en throughout the entire night) in con
trast to hm emiss ions which typically last about 1 to 2 
hr. The signals are some times observed for many 
nights in succession: for example, in the period Au
gust 5 to 20, 1963 they were observed every night at 
Palo Alto. They do not ordinarily exhibit a repetitive 
fine -structure as do hm emiss ions, but hybrid signals 
are sometimes observed be tween the continuous and 
hm emission categories. 

The properti es of continuous emissions are di s
cussed in more detail elsewhere [Tepley and Amund
se n, 1964b]. In that pape r, a possible origin of the 
signals is discussed in term s of hydromagnetic reso
nance e ffects in the lower exosphere as indicated in 
theoreti cal calculations by Jacobs and Watanabe 
[1962] and more recently by Prince and Bos ti ck [1964]. 
The existe nce of s uch resonance effec ts is also sug
ges ted by observati ons of signals rese mbling continu
ous e miss ions whic h are sometimes observed faintl y 
before and after a burs tlike e mission but are greatly 
enhanced during the burst [Tepley, Wentworth , and 
Amund sen , 1964 a, b. Also see fi g. 16.] In addition 
a te ndency toward band formation is sometimes ob
served on sonagrams of the storm-time emission 
considered briefly below [Tepley, We ntworth, and 
Amundsen , 1964 a, b] . If pronounced resonance 
effects actually exis t in the lower exosphere, they might 
also significantly influence the spectral energy di s
tribution of hydromagneti c e mi ssions which, are sup
posedly generated at much higher altitudes. 

4.2. Emissions Observed During Magnetic Storms 
(Gurglers) 

Hydro magnetic emissions may be observed du ring 
magnetic s torms as well as during quiet periods. In 
addition other types of signals may be observed, 
parti c ularly during stormy periods, which are less 
regular in appearance than the oscilla tory hydromag
netic and continuous emissions but are more regular 
than noise bursts (Pi 1). Signals referred to as SIP 
and IPDP by Troitskaya [1961] may possibly be placed 
in thi s transition categor y. A sonagram of an inter
esting transition-category signal is presented in fi gure 
17. The signal is charac terized by a rising frequency 
fine s tructure similar to that of hm emiss ions but the 
s tru ctural ele ments do not repeat periodically. We 
refer to these si lInals as " storm-time e missions" since 
all e vents obser ved so far have occurred during mag
ne tically disturbed periods - oft en in conj unction 
with magneti c bays. We also refer less form ally to 
the signals as " gurglers" s ince when monitored aurall y 
on " time-compressed" magneti c tape (s peed-up factor 
of 1000 to 2000), the signals are characterized by a 
sound s imilar to bubbles being blown underwater. 
Properti es of these signals are discussed in more de
tail elsewhere [Tepley and Amundsen 1964a; Tepley, 
Wentworth , and Amundsen, 1964b] . 

The work reported ab ove conducted at Lockheed 
was supported by the following Government agencies: 
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(1) AFCRL under contracts AF 19(604)-5906 and 
AF 19(628)- 462 ; (2) NASA und er co ntract NAS 
5- 3701 (3) ONR under contract NOnr- 4454(00). A 
number of individuals parti cipated in the operation 
of the Lockheed Pacific Field Stations including K. D. 
Amundsen, D. R. Hillendahl, K. C. Lambert, H. V. 
Prentiss, and R. C. We ntworth. Also K. D. Amund· 
sen and R. C. Wentworth were largely responsibl e 
for redu ction and analysis of mu ch of the Lockheed 
data. I would like to acknowledge R . R . Heacock and 
V. P . Hessler for permiss ion to use th eir College, 
Alaska, data shown in fi gure 8. Finally I would like to 
acknowledge M. Walt for his helpful criti cisms of 
this manuscript. 
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